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Given an extension g of the theory of commutative rings with 1 admitting elimination of 
quantifiers, we set up a spectrum functor $-Spec from the category of commutative rings with 
1 into the category of topological spaces. $-Spec A consists of equivalence classes of homo- 
morphisms of A into models of 9. ‘Closed’ formulae - defined as those equivalent to a positive 
quantifier-free formulae - are used to define a topology on 5-Spec A making it into a spectral 
space. Additional properties, such as the existence of ‘enough prime models’ and ‘closed projec- 
tions’ are defined and discussed. If there are enough prime models, we define affine space in a 
way familiar to algebraic geometers. Affine space enjoys an Artin-Lang property. Finally, we 
define sheaves of definable sections and continuous definable sections which turn out to be 
classical sheaves in the classical examples of the Zariski and real spectra. Notions such as con- 
tinuous, closed, bounded, and having stalks which are local rings are defined in a purely model- 
theoretic way, and we are able to prove some rather general continuity results about .5Spec as 
a functor into the category of locally ringed spaces. We pay considerable attention to a new 
example - the real valuation specfrum - based upon Cherlin and Dickmann’s work on the theory 
of real closed valuation rings. Our set-up allows us to relate continuous definable sections over 
the real spectrum to definable sections over the real valuation spectrum. 
0. Introduction 
The Zariski spectrum is a functor from the category of commutative rings with 
1 into the category of locally ringed spaces. It plays a fundamental role in algebraic 
geometry, especially over algebraically closed fields. More recently, real (or 
semialgebraic) geometers have used the real spectrum and its sheaves of abstract 
functions as fundamental object, see [ 1,5,1 I]. The p-adic spectrum, for use in p-adic 
geometry, is the subject of a recent monograph by Brocker and Schinke [2], Stengle 
has started work on the real differential spectrum [13], and a version of the real 
valuation spectrum appears in a paper by Schwartz [12]. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct a model-theoretic framework unifying 
these and other spectrum functors which (might) have algebro-geometric signifi- 
cance. The basic idea is that points of the spectrum of a ring are equivalence classes 
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of homomorphisms into models of a fixed theory. The theories of interest are 
theories of rings with additional structure and which admit quantifier elimination 
in a ‘natural’ language. 
This basic setup is described in Section 1. In Section 2 we use positive quantifier- 
free formulae to define closed sets, thereby generating a topology mimicking the 
Zariski topology and the natural topology on the real spectrum. Using Stone spaces 
we can quickly derive basic facts about our topologies. 
In Section 3 we address the problem of which theories actually generate nice 
geometric objects. In order to relate quantifier elimination to our topology, we are 
led to consider substructure homomorphism extension problems. This relates the 
algebra of models of our theory to the spectra they produce. Our inspiration comes 
from Van den Dries’ paper [ 141. 
As a test for our topological theory, in Section 4 we consider the theory of real 
closed valuation rings, studied by Cherlin and Dickmann in [4]. Here it turns out 
that various geometric considerations about our spectrum lead to variations on the 
language. Since the choice of a language for a given theory is somewhat arbitrary, 
we view our machinery as providing guidelines for this choice. The spectrum functor 
constructed (the real valuation spectrum) is new, so we go into some detail as to its 
geometric nature. 
In Section 5 we define affine space and study the spectra of ‘affine coordinate 
rings’ over a model R of a given theory. In general, affine space is considered as 
fibred over the spectrum of R. Again, we go into some detail concerning the real 
valuation spectrum. 
In Sections 6 and 7 we introduce our structure sheaves as sheaves of ‘abstract 
functions’. These reduce to normal (fibred) functions on affine space. The functions 
introduced in Section 6 are simply definable functions, but they do not relate to the 
more delicate topologies on our spectra. In Section 7 we address the question of 
defining continuous functions and are once again led to a homomorphism extension 
property needed to prove that our functions form a ring. We show that a definable 
function on the real specrum of any ring is an abstract semialgebraic function if and 
only if its graph is closed and it extends to a continuous function on the real valua- 
tion spectrum. 
The sheaves we introduce have the property that sections come from sections over 
finitely generated subrings. Finally, in Section 8 we codify the notion of a definable 
sheaf of functions, all of which have this property. Questions about finitely many 
sections of such sheaves can be reduced to questions about functions on closed con- 
structible subsets of affine space, and this gives us a generalized Tarski principle. 
This has been used, for example, in [9]. 
We hasten to mention that the model theory used in this paper is quite elementary 
and should be understandable to algebraists in general and to the author in par- 
ticular, We also mention that we only discuss the two classical examples (the Zariski 
and real spectrum) and the real valuation spectrum. A good test of our machinery 
is how significant other spectra will be in the future. 
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1. The functor S-Spec : CR0 + TOP 
Throughout this paper we let CR0 denote the category of commutative rings with 
1 and homomorphisms preserving 1. In this section we start with a theory whose 
models are rings and use it to define a basic functor from CR0 into the category 
TOP of topological spaces with continuous maps. Although this can be done for 
general theories, we will make some very strong assumptions which we will need 
later anyway. 
Let g be a first order language containing at least 0 and 1 as constants and + 
and x as functions. Let g be a theory in 9 satisfying 
Property 1.1. (i) .F contains the axioms for commutative rings with 1. 
(ii) .Y admits elimination of quantifiers. 
Let A be a commutative ring with 1 and let 2* be the language obtained by 
adding constants from A. Let d+A denote the positive diagram of A in the 
language of rings (see [3]) and let gA = 3 U d+A. Then a model of gA is simply a 
model &? of $ together with a homomorphism cr : A -+ Al. If a EA, then a(a) is the 
realization of the constant a in A. 
Definition 1.2. The set of models of gA modulo elementary equivalence is called 
the T-spectrum of A and is denoted by g-spec A. 
Since .Y admits quantifier elimination, two models of .$* are elementarily 
equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same quantifier-free (abbreviated q.f.) 
sentences in gA. Using this, it is easy to check that, for example, if .F is the theory 
of algebraically closed fields, then $-spec A is the usual Zariski spectrum of A, and 
that if .!F is the theory of real closed fields in the language 9?( +, x, 0, 1, I >, then 
g-specA is the real spectrum of A. 
Let Q,(A) denote the boolean algebra of q.f. sentences in ~2?~ modulo &- 
equivalence, so 19(n)- w(6) iff g* 1--0(n) * ~(6). Then .Y-spec A is the Stone 
space of ultrafilters of es(A) (see [3]). This has a natural topology in which basic 
open sets consist of those ultrafilters containing a given sentence. We translate this 
to g-spec A as follows: 
Definition 1.3. If 0(n) is a sentence in .2$,, we define 
Here [.,M] denotes the equivalence class of the model A. Sets of this form are called 
constructible. The constructible sets form a boolean algebra denoted by E?(g-spec A). 
This also serves as a (restricted) topology, the constructible topology. 
Remark. The reader might object to the word “topology”, since we do not demand 
closure under arbitrary union. A topology closed under finite union is certainly a 
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Grothendieck topology, but to avoid this level of generality we prefer to use the term 
restricted topology introduced by Delfs and Knebusch in [7]. 
Every CRO-morphism f : A + B gives a map f * : g-spec B --f g-spec A sending 
the equivalence class [cy] of a homomorphism a : B -+ & to the equivalence class 
[aof]. We have 
Proposition 1.4. Y-spec is a contravariant functor CR0 -+ TOP whose image lies 
in the subcategory of compact Hausdorff spaces. 
Proof. We clearly have (f og)*=g*o f *, and Stone spaces are compact Hausdorff 
spaces, so we only need to show that f * is continuous, i.e. that the inverse image 
of a constructible set is constructible. Let B(al, . . . , a,) be a sentence in gA. Then a 
homomorphism p from B into a model Jy of g represents a class in f *-‘.52F(f9) if 
and only if Jv~~(~(f(a~)),...,P(f(a,))), SO f*-‘(~(~(a~,...,a,)))=~(~(f(aJ, 
. . . , f (a,))). 0 
In general, images of constructible sets are not constructible. However we do 
have: 
Proposition 1.5. If f : A -+ B is a CRO-morphism giving B as finitely presented over 
A, then f * is an open map in the constructible topologies. 
Proof. We can factor f as 7~01 where I: A-+A[T,, . . ..T.,]/g is the obvious in- 
clusion, x:A[T, ,..., T,]+A[T, ,..., T,,]/S is the conical projection, and 9 = 
(g i, . . . , g,) is finitely generated. A homomorphism a : A [T,, . . . , T,] --f Jc1 into any 
ring extends to B if and only if there are ml, . . . , m, E & such that all gi(mi, . . . , m,)= 
0. Choose G;EA[T~, . . . . T,] such that rr(Gi) =gi. If O(bl, . . . , bk) is a sentence in 
gB, we may choose polynomials B1, . . . , Bk E A[T,, . . . , T,] with Bj = bj (mod S). 
Then f *E(d(bl, . . . . bk)) is defined by “Zlm,, . . . , m, (G,(m) = ... = G,,,(m) = 
Or\e(B,(m),...,B,(m)))“. 0 
Proposition 1.6. Let {Ai}i,I and (J;j : Ai-t Aj};cj be a filtered inductive SYS- 
tern in CRO. Let Ii: Aij li,m Ai denote the canonical inclusion. Then li@ Ii* : 
g-spec(li$ Ai) + Ii@ g-spec A; is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. There is an equivalence of categories between Stone spaces of boolean 
algebras and spectra of their associated boolean rings. Using this, the result follows 
from the same continuity result for the Zariski spectrum once we know that the 
assignment A ++ Qs(A) is functorial and preserves direct limits. This is straight- 
forward to check (or see the proof of Proposition 6.4 below). 0 
2. The spectral topology 
The naturally occurring topologies on the real and Zariski spectra are weaker than 
the constructible topologies. In order to generalize these, we use positive q.f. for- 
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mulae - i.e. q.f. formulae with no negated atoms - to define closed sets. In other 
words, we define 
Definition 2.1. A formula 8(T,, . . . , T,) in free variables T,, . . . , T, is called 
(g-)closed if there is a positive q.f. formula w(T,, . . ..T.) such that BI-w * 19. A 
formula ~9 is open if 1 B is closed. A constructible set XC g-spec A is called closed 
(open) if X= 9r(e(0,, . . . . a,)) for some closed (open) formula B(T,, . . . , T,), The 
lattice of closed constructible subsets of g-spec A is denoted by @( .Y-spec A), and 
the lattice of open constructible sets is denoted by Q”($-spec A). E’“(z!!7-spec A) is 
a restricted topology and generates a standard topology (with infinite unions) for 
g-spec A known as the spectral topology. 
The reader should note that this definition involves both g and the language 9 
in which B is expressed. 
Recall that a topological space is a spectral space if it has a basis of quasi-compact 
open sets, is TI, and if every irreducible closed set is the closure of a single point (con- 
tains a generic point). These spaces were introduced by Hochster [8]. He showed they 
are precisely the images of the Zariski spectrum functor Spec : CR0 -TOP. TO 
show that g-spec A is spectral, we use 
Lemma 2.2. Let 9 be an ultrafilter in E?(g-spec A) and let 
9” = {UEF(g-specA) 1 UE~}. 
Then %” is a prime filter in %‘“(g-spec A). Conversely, suppose that FJ C 
$F”(g-spec A) isaprimefilter. Let @= {XE @(g-spec A) 1 XII U+Ofor all I/E %}. 
Then @ is the unique ultrafilter with g-O = F2. 
Proof. Standard, since B”(g-spec A) generates %?(.Y-spec A). 0 
Corollary 2.3. Y-spec A is a spectral space in the spectral topology. 
Proof. We view points of ?7-specA as prime filters in %“(3-specA). If cr,P~ 
g-spec A and a# p, then by definition there is a UE B”($-spec A) with UE (Y, 
U$ /3, or vice versa. Since UE a (as a set contained in a filter) if and only if a E U 
(as a point contained in a subset of Y-spec A), we see that 3-spec A is TI. All sets 
in E”( 9-spec A) are quasi-compact in the stronger constructible topology, so all we 
have to verify is the existence of generic points. 
Suppose KC g-spec A is closed and irreducible and that we are given U,, . . . , U, E 
Q”(S-specA) with UinK#B for each i. Then KfIU,O...nU,#0. Thus 
{ UE E?(?7-spec A) 1 K fI U#0} forms a filter a which is clearly prime. Certainly 
a E K, so d C R = K. But if p E K and U is an open constructible set containing p, then 
Kfl U#0, so aE CT. Thus KC@, and K=d. El 
Note that if f : A --f B is a CRO-morphism, then the functorial map f * : 3-spec B-t 
.F-spec A is continuous in the spectral topologies. Also, Proposition 1.6 still holds 
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- This can be seen directly as in the proof of Proposition 6.4 or by using a different 
topology on Q,(A) and checking that the homeomorphisms involved are also spec- 
tral homeomorphisms. 
We now state and a model-theoretic lemma from [14]. The interpretation (given 
below) in terms of specializations derives from the same work. 
Lemma 2.4. Let t?(T,, . . . . T,,) E 9’. Then t9 is g-closed if and only if it satisfies the 
following criterion: Given any model &t E .F, any substructure SC&l, any 
s,, . . . , s, ES, and any 9-homomorphism f : S + JV into a model JVE 9, then 
DEW,,...,%) * Jv~e(f(s1),...,f(s,)). 0 
A very useful concept for understanding the structure of spectral spaces is that 
of specialization. If S is a spectral space and CY, j3 E S, then we say that p specializes 
CY, and write a+,!3, if PECE. 
If a E g-spec A is represented by a homomorphism into JR and B(a,, . . . , a,,) E 
_&, we often write O(a(a,), . . . , a(a,)) to mean that &? F B(a(a,), . . . , a(a,)). So 
“o(x) > a( y)” means, where appropriate, that x has a larger image than y under a. 
By the definition of the spectral topology, cr -+ p if and only if B(cx(ai), . . . , a(a,)) * 
W(a,), . . . , P(a,)) for all positive atomic formulae e. 
This allows us to interpret the homomorphism situation of Lemma 2.4 in terms 
of specialization. If JZ% and JV are models of ,Y, and S is a substructure of &, then 
S is itself a ring and JZZ represents a point (XE Y-spec S. The existence of a ring 
homomorphism f : S + J means JV represents a point /3 E .!F-spec S, and f is also 
an 9-homomorphism if and only if a -+ /3. 
Suppose we start with a commutative ring A with 1. If CC, PE g-spec A are 
represented by homomorphisms into &!a and dp, we can consider the substructure 
S, of J&, generated by a(A). S,=@(A) if there are no constants and functions in 
9 other than those from the theory of rings. If a + /I, sending a(a) to /3(a) induces 
a map S, to Sp which is a well-defined 5?-homomorphism from S, into JzZ~. Thus 
Lemma 2.4 implies 
Corollary 2.5. A constructible subset of Y-spec A is spectrally closed (open) if and 
only if it is closed under specialization (generalization). q 
Applying this to functions, we obtain 
Corollary 2.6. Let f : F-spec A + ,Y-spec B be a function which is continuous in the 
constructible topology. Then f is spectrally continuous if and only if f (a) + f (p) 
whenever (Y + j3. Let f : g-spec A + g-spec B be a function which is open in the con- 
structible topology - i.e. which maps constructible sets to constructible sets. Then 
f is a spectrally open mapping if and only if given p E +F-spec A and y E F-spec B 
with y-f (j?) we can find an a-p in .!F-spec A with f(a) = y. 0 
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3. Additional structure 
Both the assumption that $ admits elimination of quantifiers and the definition 
of the spectral topology are highly language dependent. In order to have a good 
theory of ‘affine space’, we may need further restrictions on our theories. We con- 
centrate on two such restrictions. The first concerns the property that the projection 
of an open set is open. It connects the topology with the quantifier elimination. We 
give some equivalent formulations. 
Lemma 3.1. Let g be a theory satisfying Property 1.1. Then the following two con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(9 Zf OK U,, . . . . U,,) is a g-open formula, then XTB(T,u,, . . ..u.) is Y-open. 
(ii) For any commutative ring A with 1 the map 71: T-spec A[T] + g-spec A 
induced by the inclusion A 4 A [T] is a spectrally open map. 
Furthermore, these are implied by the following condition: 
(iii) Given any models &, JY of g and any homomorphism f : S + .JV of a sub- 
structure S c JtC into JV, there is a substructure $ with S c SC Jl and a homomor- 
phism 7: s--+ JV extending f such that for any g-closed formula B(T, U,, . . . , U,,) 
and ul, . . . . u, ~fl(s), MI= VT@(T, ul, . . . , u,) H f(s”) I= VTB(T, ul, . . . , u,). 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from proposition 1.5, its proof, and 
Corollary 2.6. To see that (iii) implies (i), we apply Lemma 2.4 to the negated form 
of (i). So let I~(T, U,, . . . , U,) be a closed formula and suppose sl, . . . , s, E S and that 
J~KVTB(T,S,,..., s,). We extend f to _?:$-,N as in our hypotheses. Then 
SE VTB(T,s 1, . . . , s,), and since 6’ is closed, y(s) k VTO(T, f(s,), . . . , fl(s,)). Hence 
&‘I= VTB(T,f(s,), . . . . f(Q). 0 
Remark 3.2. Since g admits quantifier elimination, the easiest way to show Lem- 
ma 3.l(iii) is to show that f” and s can be chosen so that J(~)E $. 
Definition 3.3. A theory g satisfying Property 1.1 and any of the conditions in 
Lemma 3.1 is said to have open projections. If g satisfies Lemma 3.1(i) with 
“open” replaced by “closed”, then Y has closed projections. 
Finally, we introduce a condition which gives us prime models: 
Definition 3.4. A theory g satisfying Property 1.1 is said to have enough prime 
models if, given any commutative ring A with 1 and any model & of .!&, the com- 
plete theory of &! in the language 9* has a ‘prime model’ - i.e. one which embeds 
in all others. 
Notation. In this case we use k, to denote a prime model associated with a~ 
Y-spec A and represent (x by the homomorphism a : A --t k,. 
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Of course k, need not be definable over .Y&. In other words, there may be 
9?-automorphisms of k, fixing a(A) as in the case of the algebraic closure of a non- 
algebraically closed field. We thus define: 
Definition 3.5. A theory g with enough prime models is rigid if given any A E CR0 
and any homomorphism v, : A --t .Al into a model of g representing a point (Y E 







The two best-known examples of theories with open projections and enough 
prime models are: 
Example 1 (the theory ACF of algebraically closed fields in the language 
9(0,1, +, x )). For this theory, it is well known that Property 1.1 is satisfied. We 
check Lemma 3.l(iii) using Remark 3.2. Thus we are given an ACF L, a subring 
ScL containing 1, and a homomorphism f : S + K into an ACF K. Let ($7) be a 
maximal pair, where 9 is a subring of L containing S and 7: s-+ K extends f. By 
localizing at the kernel if need, we see that y(S) is a field kc K. If XE K is algebraic 
over k and p is its minimal polynomial, we may choose a polynomial rr E S[T] so 
that applying f” to its coefficients gives p. We can then extend f to s[<] where r is 
a root of n in L. Thus XE k, so k is algebraically closed. 
If f : A -+ K is a homomorphism into an ACF representing the point a E Spec A, 
then we can take k, to be any algebraic closure of the quotient field QF(A/Ker(f )). 
In particular, ACF is not rigid. 
Example 2 (the theory RCF of real closed fields in the language 9(0,1, +, x, 2 >). 
Again, Property 1.1 and the existence of enough prime models are well known or 
clear. The argument for (iii) goes exactly as in Example 1, once one realizes that a 
homomorphism in _!Z? is an order-preserving ring homomorphism. Thus one can 
localize at the convex kernel and extend to roots of odd degree polynomials and of 
polynomials X2 - a for a 10. 
The great advantage of RCF over ACF is that it is rigid. 
Playing devil’s advocate with RCF yields another example: 
Example 3 (the theory RCFS of real closed fields with strict inequality, and no 
equality). Property (1 . l)(ii) and the existence of enough prime models are immediate 
from the corresponding properties of RCF. All homomorphisms of totally ordered 
structures in this language are monomorphisms. The functors RCF-Spec (the usual 
real spectrum) and RCFS-Spec are the same except that open sets are now closed. 
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Thus RCFS has closed projections. According to a private communication from 
Schwarz, this can be applied to the abstract theory of ‘weak semialgebraic spaces’ 
(cf. [ll]). We do not know at this point how well Schwarz’ theory fits in with 
generalities presented here, nor do we pursue this theme. 
4. Real closed valuation rings 
In this section we discuss a fourth example of a theory satisfying Property 1.1, 
namely the theory of real closed valuation rings (RCVR). This theory has been ex- 
tensively studied by Cherlin and Dickmann [4]. It is very close to the theory of real 
closed fields, and it appears to have some advantages, not all of which we discuss. 
We will only go into the topological (and later sheaf-theoretic) aspects far enough 
to illustrate the model theory and do some basic comparison with the real spectrum. 
These comparisons are meant for those familiar with the real spectrum. 
Cherlin and Dickmann use a ‘divides’ predicate governed by the standard axiom 
DIV : VX, Y(X 1 Y M FlZ(YZ = X)). 
We begin with a result from 141: 
Proposition 4.1. Let R be an ordered integral domain. Then the following are 
equivalent (rings contain 1): 
(a) Every polynomial in R [X] which changes ign on R has a root in R (R is a 
real closed ring). 
(b) R is a convex subring of a real closed field. 
(c) R satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) O<a<b * b 1 a (where 1 is defined by DIV). 
(ii) Every positive element has a square root. 
(iii) Every manic odd degree polynomial over R has a root in R. q 
From (b) it follows that these conditions define specify real valuation rings in real 
closed fields, but they need not be proper. The theory RCVR of real closed valua- 
tion rings is the theory of ordered integral domains satisfying (c) but which are not 
fields. The main result from [4] is that RCVR admits quantifier elimination in the 
language LZ?=LZ?(O, 1 +, x, I, I>. 
Unlike in the case of real closed fields, it is perfectly possible to have a non- 
elementary containment LcR of RCVR’s. In fact, such a containment is elemen- 
tary if and only if divisibility in L (as defined by DIV) agrees with that in R, see [4]. 
There are several choices of language for RCVR which depend upon what we 
want as spectrally closed sets. For example, the theory of RCVR’s has closed projec- 
tions in the language described above and open projections in the language obtained 
by considering ‘ < ’ and ‘ % ’ as positive predicates. This may well be useful, but for 
this paper we will introduce another choice of predicate which allows us some con- 
trol over non-units. 
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Let @ be any real closed field and let R be the field of real algebraic Puiseux series 
over g in one variable, say T. Then R is real closed and T is positive and in- 
finitesimal. We define U(g) to be the valuation ring of Puiseux series with no 
negative powers of T. The maximal ideal m of B(g) consists of elements with zero 
constant term, and 4(.9)/m ~9. 
More generally, suppose A is any commutative ring with 1 and let a E RCF-spec A 
be a point represented by a homomorphism cr : A -+ k, into a real closed field k,. 
We may then define B(a) to be the point in RCVR-specA represented by the com- 
position A -+ k, + @(k,). This defines a map I?? : RCF-spec A --f RCVR-spec A 
which is independent of the choice of k, and which is clearly functorial. Since the 
condition “a 1 6” reduces to “a # OV b = 0” in the case of a field, this map is con- 
tinuous in the constructible topologies. But this also shows that B is not continuous 
in any of the spectral topologies induced by using strict or weak inequalities with 
‘divides’ or ‘not divides’. A second view is given by examining specialization in 
RCVR-spec G’(9). Let us look at the points in RCVR-spec u(9) in detail: 
First, we can map 6’(p) identically to itself. This represents a point a E RCVR- 
spec b. Secondly, we can embed u‘(g) in R and then embed R in a real valuation 
subring 4(R) as done for g. This represents a point /3 E RCVR-spec a(9). Finally, 
we can define a third point y by projecting a(@) onto $ and embedding g in a 
real closed valuation ring, for example a(9) itself. 
Looking at specializations in the spectral topology defined by using ‘ IS ’ and ‘ / ’ 
as positive predicates, we have a 4 p: One easily checks that L and 1 are preserved. 
We also have a + y. To check this, note that if x 1 y in Q(g), then either both x and 
y are in m, in which case y(x) = y(y) = 0 and y(x) 1 y(y), or neither is in m, and again 
y(x) 1 v(y). The canonical place R + @ should be represented by a specialization 
/I -+ y. Furthermore, p and y really represent points in the real spectrum of a(g), 
where y specializes /I. But if XE m\ (0) and y E @(@)\m, then /3(x) j /l(y) in R but 
Y(X) + y(y) in G(g). 
The above is one reason for objecting to the standard ‘divides’ predicate. A 
second, more general objection involves the question of whether certain sheaves of 
functions turn out to have stalks which are local rings, see Proposition 7.5 ff. 
We can fix all these problems by the artifice of introducing a slightly different 
‘divides’ predicate, ‘ 11’) governed by the axiom 
DNU : VX, Y(X 11 Y H 2Z(XZ = Y)A VZ( 1 YZ # 1)). 
This can be read as “X divides the non-unit Y”. We let 9 be the language 
9zz(O,l, f, x, 5, II 1, which is still a conservative extension of the language of 
ordered rings. From now on we consider DNU, not DIV, to be part of the theory 
RCVR. 
Note that DNU implies that x is not a unit if and only if 1 11 x. This has two useful 
consequences. First, suppose R and L are two RCVR’s, S c R is a subring, f : S + L 
is an &Z-homomorphism, and SE S is a non-unit in R. Then f (s) is a non-unit in L. 
Second, if R is an RCVR, the old ‘divide’ predicate may be defined by a 1 b H a 11 bv 
(1 1 11 by 1 1 11 a). Thus RCVR admits quantifier elimination in 2. 
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We pause to point out the effect this has on specialization in the example 
RCVR-spec U(9) above. Suppose x, y E B(9). If p(x) [I/3(y), then y = 0. In this case 
a(x) 11 a(y). If a(x) I/ a(y), then yarn and y(x) II y(y). From this we see that 
j3 --f a+ y. Thus the place R --f % gives a specialization which ‘factors through’ the 
associated valuation ring. 
We now show that RCVR has enough prime models. This is tantamount to 
understanding what points in RCVR-specA look like for a commutative ring A 
with 1. 
Let o : A + R be a CRO-homomorphism into an RCVR and let pa be the kernel 
of a. Then R induces a total ordering on A/p,. Let F, be the real closure of the 
quotient field QF(A/p,) with respect to this ordering. Then F,CQF(R), and R fl F, 
is a convex real closed subring of F,. Set 65& =R n F,. Clearly any RCVR L con- 
taining an image of A and defining the same point in RCVR-spec A contains an .5X?- 
isomorphic copy of &. Since division in @a agrees with that in R, either @a is a field 
or an elementarily embedded RCVR. In the latter case k, = flu and in the former 
case k, = @(ga). 
Note that RCVR is a rigid theory since an algebraic automorphism of an RCVR 
induces one on its quotient field which is real closed. 
Having obtained representations of points in RCVR-spec A, we need to under- 
stand specialization. To do this we consider two distinct points (x and /3 such that 
j3 specializes cr (written cx -+ p). By considering the r relation, we obtain an order- 
preserving homomorphism A/pa + A/pB - i.e., a specialization in the real spec- 
trum. By replacing A by a(A) it suffices to consider the situation where pa = (0) 
and a is the identity on A. Letting p = pg , d = cl&‘,, and F= F, = QF(A), a and j3 may 
be represented by the following diagram, where p is a convex prime in A: 
F Fo 
A - A/pp. 
If @= 4(F), we ignore this and identify B with F. 
Now let q be the center of 67 on A. Suppose that q C p. Then if a E A is a non-unit 
in 8, a E q and hence P(a) = 0. It follows that 1) is automatically respected by /? and 
the above diagram leads to a specialization. These are not the only specializations 
as we will see in a minute, but we first show a more convenient way to represent 
these. 
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Given p there is a largest RCVR in F with center p on A. Call this Jy, let n be 
its maximal ideal, and let K be its residue class field. Then there is a real place 
v : Jf --t K and Fg is a real closed subfield of K. We can pull 4 back to v-l (UB) C 
A’c @cF, and since all maps are order-preserving and cfl is convex, v-I(@,) is a 
convex subring of F and hence itself an RCVR. We denote ~~‘(67~) by @‘p and its 
maximal ideal by mp. 
Fixing p it is straightforward to verify that distinct (proper) RCVR’s in FP yield 
distinct RCVR’s @b in F with p 5 mp fl A. Furthermore, an RCVR in Fb is com- 
pletely determined by its intersection with QF(A/p) because Fb is algebraic over 
this quotient field. From this it is easily verified that every pair (Up, p) with UB C d 
and q c p 5 mp fl A yields a distinct specialization of cr. 
Pulling back FP itself gives I??~= Jv. This really corresponds to the map 
p :A + @(Fp). Perhaps unfortunately, any other RCVR in F with center p yields 
the same point j7. With this inaccuracy, we have generated a family 
((85 PI I tf+ c 8, q c p 5j mB n A} of specializations of (Y. We will call these proper 














We now have to treat the possibility that p 5 q. In this case we construct @‘p as 
before and claim that mp 0 A = q. For suppose that mB fl A 5 q. Then there is an 
a E A which is a non-unit in d but such that B(a) is a unit in @b, so a f, p. On the 
other hand, if qsmBnA, then we choose aEmBf7A, a$q, and bEq, bep. Then 
ab 11 b in 67 but /3(ab) # P(b), so again a ft /3. 
Thus cfl and d have the same centers on A. Since p Y$ q, 67 C JV and we may 
apply v to 4. It is then easy to see that we must have v(a) fl F8 C @,, in order to 
preserve /I , and if this containment holds we always get a specialization. We thus 
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have a second family of specializations consisting of pairs (6@, p) with 19 c tf7p and 
p 2 mp fl A = q. We consider specializations of this type with t@ = B to be proper 
but those with B 5 19’~ to be improper. 
The reason for the word ‘improper’ is that it is precisely the improper specializa- 
tions which prevent RCVR from having open projections in the language we have 
chosen. In general, we have 
Lemma 4.2. Let A E CR0 and let n : RCVR-spec A[T] + RCVR-spec A be as 
defined in Lemma 3.1. Then n is an open map if and only if there are no improper 
specializations in RCVR-spec A. 
Proof. 71 is open if and only if given a closed formula p(T, a) E L&, then VT&T, a) 
is also closed. Since .?X(VTp(T,ii)) is constructible, it is closed if and only if it is 
closed under specialization. 
First let us consider a point Q E E(VT&T, a)) and a proper specialization (Y -+ p 
as represented by the left side of Diagram 1 or by the right side with t@= 8. Thus 
8~ VTq(T, a) and Bpc 8. Hence flp, VTp(T, a). It follows that ~(67’~)~ 
VTp(T, V(D)) since cp is closed, and, since V(B) =/3(n), we have &E VT&T, /3(d)). 
Thus p E .%-(VTv(T, a)). 
This shows the ‘if’ part. To get the converse we assume there is an improper 
specialization and consider the situation on the right in Diagram 1 with 6’5 U8. 
Note that q f 0 because p 5 q. Thus there must be a, b E A such that a/b E Up - 8, 
and by multiplying by a non-zero element of q we may find such a, b E q. But 
then 8~ VT(a- bT?O) and Bp!# VT(a- bT20). Since o-p, it follows that 
K(VT(a - bT> 0)) is not a closed. Thus VT(U- I/T> 0) is not RCVR-closed even 
though “U- VTr 0" is an RCVR-closed formula. 0 
Recall that a ring A is a real Prtifer ring if every localization of A at a prime is 
a real valuation ring. (For example, a real valuation ring itself is Prtifer.) If A is 
real Prufer, then so is every homomorphic image of A. Furthermore, every real 
valuation overring of A in its quotient field is simply a localization and is therefore 
completely determined by its center. Putting this together, we see there are no im- 
proper specializations in RCVR-spec A. 
Corollary 4.3. Let n : RVCR-spec A[T] + RCVR-spec A be as defined in Lemma 
3.1. Then n is an open mapping if A is real Priifer ring. 0 
We can give a nice picture of specialization in the case where A is a real Prtifer 
ring: 
Proposition 4.4. Let A be real Priifer and let LYE RCVR-spec A. Then the 
specializations of a correspond to pairs (pp, mp) of convex primes in a(A) with 
qCmp and ppcmp. Corresponding prime models may be obtained by forming 
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(a(A)/Pp)(,/&) and applying d if mB = pp. If p, and pz are two specializations of 
a, then p, + p2 if and only if pp, C pp, and mp, C rnb2. 0 
Corollary 4.5. Let A be Prtifer, let (Y E RCVR-spec A, and let L be the set of convex 
primes of a(A) containing q, linearly ordered by inclusion. Partially order L x L 
with (x, y) I (x’, y’) if x5x’ and y 5 y’. Then ( p E RVCR-spec A / Q --, /I > , partially 
ordered by specialization, is isomorphic to ((x, y) E L x L 1 xs y}. It is totally 
ordered if and only if # (L) 5 2. 0 
For an application, see Lemma 5.5. 
We end this section by pointing some connections between RCVR-spec and 
RCF-spec. 
Proposition 4.6. Let A be any commutative ring with 1. Define 6 : RCF-spec A + 
RCVR-spec A by embedding k, in d(k,). Define q : 19 : RCVR-spec A + RCF-spec A 
by sending k, to its quotient field F,. Then 69 and q are functorial, B is a 
homeomorphism onto its image if the same types of topologies are used for 
RCF-spec and RCVR-spec, and qo Q= id. The image of B is dense in the spectral 
topology and is a spectral retract of RCVR-spec A. 
Proof. As previously mentioned, 9 contains and can be translated into the lan- 
guage of ordered rings. Furthermore, the open predicate lx 11 y is RCF-equivalent 
to y#O. It follows easily that d is a homeomorphism onto its image. Also, 
q-‘(~(arO))=~(a~O) and q-‘(X(a>O))=K(a>O) - in other words, 
qml(XRCF(q))= 9FRCVR(~). Thus q is continuous. Since FRck,) contains k,, 
qOQ=id. 
If /3 E RCVR-spec A, the point defined by 4(QF(kp)) is always a generalization 
of /3. This shows density. Functoriality is immediate from the definitions. 
Finally, p ++ @(gfl) defines a (functorial) map RCVR-spec A -+ RCVR-spec A. It 
is continuous in the spectral topology. 0 
5. Affine space 
For this section g will be a fixed theory with enough prime models, R a fixed 
model of g, and {k,},, $.7-spec R a set of prime models. This set may or may not 
contain just one k,. We will always identify points of g-spectra with canonical 
maps into prime models. To simplify notation later, we let 
A, = A,,(R) = R[T,, . . . . T,] 
be the polynomial ring in n indeterminates over R. 
We define the affine line A,’ to be the disjoint union ok, of the k,‘s, and we let 
n: A1 + g-spec R be the projection sending k, to (Y. Thus At is fibred over 
g-spec R. 
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Definition 5.1 By n-dimensional affine space over R we mean the n-fold fibred pro- 
duct of A’. It is denoted by A”(R), or just A”, and is isomorphic to fikz. We 
denote the fibring by 71, so n(xr, . . . ,x,) = cr if (x1, . . . ,x,,) E k,“. 
The inclusion I : R c+ A, induces a fibring I7 : .$i-spec A,, -+ Y-spec R with 17= I *. 
If X=(x, , . . . ,xJ E A,” and n(x) = a, then K defines a unique CRO-homomorphism 
X: A, --f k, with X(a) = cx(a) for a E R and X(7”) = xi. This defines a fibred inclusion 
j : A” 4 g-spec A,. We may thus consider A” to be a (fibred) subset of 3-spec A,. 
Let XC/An and suppose there is a formula &7’,, . . . , T,) in 9 such that X= {RE 
A” 1 know,, . . . . x,)>. Then X is called constructible. The set of constructible 
subsets of A” is denoted by g(A’). 
Equivalently, XcAn is constructible if it is the restriction to A” of a subset of 
g-spec A, which is open in the constructible topology. Thus ??(A’) is the weakest 
restricted topology on A” making j continuous. It is called the constructible 
topology. Note that 7c : A” --f .Y-spec R is continuous in the constructible 
topologies. 
Similarly, we define ‘??‘(A’) to be the set of restrictions of sets in 5!2’($-spec A,) 
to A”, or those XE ?Z(Afl) defined by open formulae. This is also a (restricted) 
topology known as the weak topology. 
If a constructible subset of g-specA. is open in the spectral topology, then by 
compactness it is in V(.Y-spec A,). But there are many more open sets in the spec- 
tral topology, which is a topology in the classical sense. The restriction of these sets 
to An yields a topology on A,” called the strong topology. 
Since 17 is continuous in the spectral topologies, the fibring 7c : A” --f Y-spec R is 
continuous if Afl has the strong topology and g-spec R has the spectral topology. 
In particular, A” is a fibred product in TOP. For the weak topology we have: 
Lemma 5.2. If ~4” is endowed with the weak topology and g-spec R with the spec- 
tral topology, then n is continuous if and only if every open subset of g-spec R is 
constructible. In particular, this happens if g-spec R is finite. 
Proof. Suppose 71 is continuous and UC g-spec R is open. Then n-‘(U) is defined 
by a formula e(T). Thus (XE U * k,FFlTO(T), so U is constructible. The rest is 
clear. 0 
We can prove two more general results about affine space. The first is an 
‘Artin-Lang’ property. Restriction induces a surjection Q : E?( .Y-spec A,) -+ E?(A’) 
sending %?“(g-spec A,) to ‘?Z”(A’). 
Proposition 5.3. Q is an isomorphism of boolean algebras. Thus g-spec A, is the 
Stone space of E?(An) and points correspond to prime filters in gO(An). 
Proof. It suffices to show that if X#0 is constructible in g-spec A,, then Q(X) f0. 
Let PEX, X=X(@‘)), and a=P(P). Then kpFEITB(T) and k,CkB as an 
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_9?R-substructure. It follows that k, E FIT&T), and this yields a point RE e(X) with 
7r(@=a. 0 
The second general result is that projection is an open mapping if our theory has 
open projections. If rn~rz, then the inclusion A,GA, yields a projection 
pr : 3-spec A, + g-spec A,. If UE ‘&‘“(g-spec A,) is open, then pr(U) is given by 
a formula of the form aT,+ ,, . . . , T,O(T,, . . . , T,, T,, 1, . . . , T,) with 6’ open. By 
definition, pr(U) is open. Of course, pr is fibred and induces a projection 
pr : Am --f A,” which is just projection onto the first n coordinates in each fiber. We 
have 
Proposition 5.4. Let pr be projection from g-spec A, to g-spec A,, or from A”’ to 
A”. If g has open projections, then pr is an open continuous fibred map as long 
as both spaces are endowed with the same type of topology. 0 
We now turn to the examples. 
ACF-spec is the Zariski spectrum. Thus R is an algebraically closed field and 
ACF-spec R is just a single point. A” is R”. The weak and strong topologies coin- 
cide and are the usual Zariski topology. The constructible topology is the topology 
of all constructible subsets. ACF-spec A, with the spectral topology is the usual 
‘affine n-space’ in the more abstract sense. 
RFC-spec is the real spectrum. So if R is a real closed field, RCF-spec R is a point, 
and A” = R”. The constructible subsets are the semialgebraic sets and weakly open 
sets are open semialgebraic sets. The strong topology is the usual topology on R”, 
since open balls are open constructible. If we use RCFS-spec instead, all 
semialgebraic subsets are weakly open and the strong topology on R” is totally 
disconnected. 
RCF-spec A, is well-understood, see [l]. For later comparison we name the 
points of RCF-spec Al, writing R[T] for A,. First, there are rational points 
{a 1 aeR}. These constitute the image j(R). For them k,ER. For the rest, the 
prime model is the real closure of R(T) with respect to a total order. T defines a 
Dedekind cut of R which either is some a E R, in which case we get a point a+ if 
T> a and a point a- if T<a, or is not in R, in which case we get a point p. If IT 1 
is bounded by an element of R, the point is finite. If not, then we get the point p = 03 
or p= -03, according to the sign of T. The only proper specializations are a+ + a 
and a- +a. 
RCVR-spec R never consists of a single point for a real closed valuation ring R, 
although it does for a real closed field. Let a be the point represented by the inclu- 
sion into B(QF(R)). This is the generic point. Since m,=p,=O, and the ordering 
on R is determined by squares in QF(R), all points in RCVR-spec R are specializa- 
tions of a. If R has rank n (i.e. if the value group of the associated real valuation 
has rank n), then the convex prime ideals of R form a chain of length n + 1. Proposi- 
tion 4.6 shows that the only point with no specializations, i.e. the only closed point, 
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is the point o with m, = p. =m (the maximal ideal of R). Using Corollary 4.5, we 
get 
Lemma 5.5. Let R be an RCVR. The partial order induced by specialization has an 
initial point (Y and a final point o. If n = rk(R), there are (n + l)(n + 2112 points. 
They are linearly ordered if and only if n = 1. 0 
We now describe the points of RCVR-spec A,, in the simplest case, namely where 
R = 8(g) for a real closed field g. We have already seen that RCVR-spec R consists 
of three points which we will (re-)label a, p, and o. p is represented by the identity 
on R. Consider the fibre n-‘(a). A point pin this fibre is a map /3 : A, --f L into and 
RCVR L such that Ker /? fl R = 0 and /3(R - (0)) c Lx. Thus p has a unique extension 
to A,(QF(R))=QFUW’,, . . . . T,]. Hence n-‘(a) is RCVR-spec(A,(QF(R))) as a 
space with any subspace topology. Similarly, 17-l (0) z RCVR-spec(A,(QF(R/m))). 
This motivates a study of RCVR-spec of the affine coordinate ring over a real closed 
field. Finally, a point /?E~-‘(P) is represented by p : A, --) L such that Ker p n 
R = 0 but /3(R) is elementarily embedded in L. Using the ordering /3 defines a finite 
point in the real spectrum of A,(R) or, equivalently, of A,(QF(R)), and hence an 
imbedding of QF(R) into a real closure k of QF(A,(R)). To determine fl complete- 
ly we need to pick an RCVR in k whose intersection with QF(R) is R. There are, 
in general, many possibilities. We do not go into detail on specializations. 
As for A”, we at least point out that QF(R/p) is contained in @(QF(R/p)) which 
lies in RCVR-spec R for every convex prime p c R. Thus QF(R/p)” lies in a fibre of 
A”. In this fibre divisibility plays no role, so the induced subspace topologies agree 
with the standard ones. 
We now turn to the problem of describing RCVR-spec(R[T,, . . . , T,]) for a real 
closed field R. RCVR-spec R consists of a single point with prime model B(R), and 
RCVR-spec(R [T,, . . . , T,]) is fibred over this point. Proposition 4.6 gives us a 
fibred homeomorphism of RCF-spec (R [T,, . . . , T,]) onto a subspace which is dense 
in the spectral topology. We may thus view R” as a (fibred) subspace of 
RCVR-spec(R [T,, . . . , T,]). The induced subspace topologies are the constructible 
and strong topologies (viewing R” as A” in RCF). 
We explicitly describe the points in RCVR-spec R [T] for a real closed field R. We 
identify points of a E RCF-spec R [T] with their images under 8. If (x is not rational, 
then p, = 0. If (Y = a’, then m, = (T-a) and Proposition 4.4 yields a specialization 
a,’ of a’ corresponding to the rank-one real valuation ring defined by the convex 
closure of R[T] in R(T). If T gives a non-rational Dedekind cut, then m,=O and 
there are no new points. All proper specializations are the chains a+ --f a: -+ a and 
a -+ a, + a. 
6. Definable sections 
In this section we introduce the notion of a definable function on the T-spectrum 
of an arbitrary commutative ring A with 1. Our treatment is based on work of 
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Brumfiel and Schwartz [l l] for the real spectrum. We end up with sheaves of func- 
tions which serve as structure sheaves in the context of semialgebraic topology. 
Let pr : g-spec A [T] -+ .Y-spec A be the projection induced by the inclusion of A 
into the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over A. By a section over a set 
XC Y-spec A we mean a function s : X --f 9-spec A [T] such that pr(s(a)) = a for all 
a E X. If s is a section we let T(s) = s(X) (the ‘graph’ of s). 
Suppose a section s over a constructible set X has a constructible graph T(s), let 
O(r) E gAITl define T(s), and let IC/ E & define X. We say that s is definable if 
A section over an arbitrary Xis definable if it is locally definable in the constructible 
topology. 
Given a E Y-spec A, let & be the complete theory of k,. The fact that s is a sec- 
tion implies that ga U gA LTl U v F El! TO(T), for otherwise T(s) would have at least 
two points in some fibre pr’(a). For rigid theories, such as RCF and RCVR, it 
follows that any section with constructible graph is definable, but this is not the case 
for a theory such as ACF. As an example, let A = IR. Then ACF-spec R is a single 
point, and the constructible set in ACF-spec IR[T] defined by T2 = - 1 also consists 
of a single point. The only model of ACF U 2?RlTl U T2 = - 1 is C, but C has two 
points whose square is - 1. 
Let g(X) denote the set of all definable sections over X. Since + and x are 
always in 9, and sums and products are unique, it is easy to see that g(X) is always 
a ring and that G@ defines a sheaf of commutative rings with 1 on g-spec A in the 
constructible topology. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose SE g(X), (Y EX, and s(a) =p. Then j3 is represented by a 
homomorphism p : A [T] + k,, so ksCaj z k,. 
Proof. We may assume X is constructible. Since pr(/?) = a, we have a commutative 
diagram 
P 
A[T] - k 4 
A -k (Y a 
with k, gA-elementary embedded in kg. Suppose T(s) is defined by the formula 
B(T) E L&,[~]. Let O(T) be the formula “FI!TB(T)” (a! means “there exists a 
unique”). Then 0 is a sentence in 9* and k, E 0, with witness /3(T). Thus k, E 0, 
so /3(T) E k,. 0 
We interpret definable sections as functions s : g-spec A -+ fi k, where 
kJa+pecA is a set of prime models and s(o) E k,. 
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Proposition 6.2. Let & be the ring g(g-spec A) of global definable sections, and 
let (Spec J, 3) be the Zariski spectrum of &? with the canonical structure sheaf. 
Then there is a map z: Spec & --f Y-spec A such that 2*2(X) = g(X) for every 
XC Spec d and which is a homeomorphism if g-spec A is given the constructible 
topology. 
Proof. If s E .&, we view s as a function and define Z(f) = {a E ,Y-spec A 1 f(u) $ 
kz}. Note that Z(f) is constructible and thatZ(fg)=Z(f)U Z(g) as usual. Also 
note that the functions 
l/f(a) if cr@Z(f), 
xf= 
0 if aEZ(f) 
and 
{ 
0 if a@X, 
xx= 
1 ifaEX 
for X constructible are definable. 
Let p C.YZ be a prime ideal. We define z(p) = {Z(f) / f E p}. Using the above, and 
the observation that Z(f. xf+g. x,) = Z(f) fl Z(g), it is straightforward to check 
that z(p) is an ultrafilter in B(g-spec A). Conversely, if (Y E g-spec A is an ultrafilter 
of constructible sets, then {f / Z(f) ~a} is prime. This defines an inverse for z. 
If X is constructible, then z-‘(X) = {p 1 xx & p} is Zariski lopen. Thus z is con- 
tinuous, and since both spaces are compact Hausdorff, z is a homeomorphism. 
Assume X is constructible. Then A(z-‘(X)) C g(X) as rings of functions. But if 
SE 93(X), we can extend s by zero to Xc and obtain a global definable section 
representing s. The proposition follows. 0 
Corollary 6.3. (.Y-spec A, 23) is a locally ringed space - in fact an affine scheme -
and $3 is a flasque sheaf in the constructible topology. 0 
An important example of definable sections are the rational functions. If f EA, 
we associate f with the function f(a) = a(f). We define a section s E L@(X) to be 
rational if X can be covered by constructible sets Ui such that, viewing s as a func- 
tion, on each Ui we have s(a) =JI:(a)/gi(a) for some A, g, E A with g;(a) E k$ for all 
a E U,. This yields a sheaf 6% of rings of rational functions, and (g-spec A, 32) is 
a locally ringed space if all models of g are themselves local rings. In this case L@ 
is a sheaf of modules on (g-spec A, 3). 
Suppose we are given a CRO-homomorphism f : A + B and a section SE 
$?d(g-spec A). Viewing s as a function, we can compose with f * to get a function 
f#.s: 3-specB+Ukf*P, where the disjoint union is taken over all BE g-spec B. 
Since kf*p C k,, we can interpret this as a section over g-spec B. Furthermore, if 
0 E L??~[~] defines s, then f,s(p) =x if and only if kfeP E 0(x), and this happens if 
and only if kpE 19(x), so f#se 53(g-spec B). 
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In this way we get a functorial CRO-homomorphism f, : 97(g-spec A) -+ %(.YY- 
spec B). Applying the Zariski spectrum functor gives a functorial map of locally 
ringed spaces. 
Proposition 6.4. With respect o the constructible topology and the structure sheaf 
~8, .Y-spec is a functor CR0 - LRS into the category of locally ringed spaces. If 
{A;} and {xj: Aj-A,}j2i is a filtered inductive system in CRO, then .F- 
spec(li$ A,)z Ii@ .Y-spec A, in LRS. 
Proof. In light of Proposition 6.2, it is enough to show that Ii&r rri# : 
li,m &#($spec A;) -+ Q3(&spec 1% Aj) is an isomorphism, where ai : Ai -+ 15 A; 
denotes the canonical inclusion. 
Let s E K?(sspec li,m A;). Then s is defined by a formula e(r) E 9 li,m A;. The 
fact that 0 defines a section is equivalent to the fact that k,i=?I! 77?(T) for all 
a E 5spec Ii$ Ai. By logical compactness we find a positive q.f. sentence CJE 
d+ li,m Ai such that 97 o * 3! To(T). But we can find some i such that all con- 
stants in 8 and 0 are in aj (Aj) for all j 2 i. Thus gA, t- (T and B(T) defines a section 
Sj E 9(.%spec Aj) for all j? i. These sections define an element of 15 9l(.%spec A;) 
mapping onto s, so we have shown surjectivity. 
For injectivity, let pi : @$spec Ai) be the canonical inclusion and suppose 
we are given an element s E 93($spec Ai) with li$ ai, = 0. Choose i such that 
s=&(si) with si E g(&pec A;). Then aj#(s) is defined by a formula e;(T) defining 
the section Si, and gl$ Ai E e,(T) =1 T= 0. Again we find some jr i such that 
gA,kQj(T) * T=O. ThusAj#(Sj)=O, and SO S=p~(~~~(Si))=O. 0 
Remark 6.5. The proof just given uses Proposition 6.2 to reduce to the case X= 
5spec A, but this is unnecessary. If XE 8’($spec A) and SE 9(X), then there is 
a formula I,U E 9A defining X, a formula o E d+A, and a formula 8(T) E 2ZAIrl such 
that 5~ I+VA~ = XI! To(T) if we consider all the constants from A to be variables. 
Conversely, given any positive q.f. o(Ui, . . . , U,,) E 9, any w(U) E 9, and any 
e(TU)Eg such that ~I=I,vA~~~!TI~(T), then if a(al,...,a,)Ed+A for 
a,, . . . . a,, EA we get a section SE C21,(X(~(al, . . . . a,))) defined by e(Ta,, . . . . a,). 
Furthermore, if f: A --t B is a CRO-morphism, substituting f(ai) for Ui defines 
the section f,s over f *-l(X). This gives a model-theoretic description of f,s 
which, when combined with the proof given above for the case X= 5spec A, gives 
a direct proof of Proposition 6.4. 
Next, we consider the rings A, of Section 5. By Proposition 6.4, the fibrings are 
fibrings in LRS. We can also define a sheaf %r on An whose sections over a con- 
structible set Xc A” are simply fibred functions f: X + A’ whose graphs are con- 
structible subsets of XX A’ CA” X A’ 2 A”+’ determined by a defining formula. 
The main result is 
Proposition 6.6. The restriction j, is an isomorphism. 
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Proof. Let XE @?($specA,). As in Proposition 5.3, define Q(X) to be Xfl A,“. 
Let f~ g@(X)) be a fibred function with Z(f) defined by 8(7’,, . . . . T,,,). Then 
Q(X) is contained in the set defined by x! Tn+l t9(T,, .. . , Tn+l), so by Proposition 
5.3, so is X. Thus 0 defines a section SE G@(X) with j#s=f. Injectivity is clear. 0 
Finally, suppose that we have a commutative ring B with 1 containing a 
Noetherian subring Z with (sspec Z, 9) E (5spec R, ‘9) for some model R of g 
We then consider the collection {Bi};cl of subrings of B which are finitely gener- 
ated over Z. This forms a filtered inductive system under inclusion with B=li& Bi. 
Let A, =/l,(R). Then each (5spec Bi, 9~) G (.%spec A,/#i, g) for some ni E tN 
and some finitely generated ideal #iCAn,. Thus %spec B; is LRS-isomorphic to 
(Xi, %I) for some Xi E @($spec A,J. By the last proposition, this is isomorphic to 
(@(Xi), a), which is just a closed subset of some affine space together with the 
sheaf of definable functions. Proposition 6.4 implies 
Lemma 6.7. (sspec B, g)El@(Q(Xi), a). q 
This is a generalized ‘Tarski principle’, see Theorem 8.3 below. 
7. Continuous definable sections 
Suppose XE B(%specA), SE 9(X), and YE E?($specA[T]). Then T(s) n Y is 
constructible, so pr(Z-‘(s) fl Y) is constructible by Proposition 1.5. Thus definable 
sections are continuous in the constructible topologies. In this section we define a 
subsheaf of G@ consisting of sections continuous in the spectral topology. 
The topological notion of a continuous section s is a section such that 
pr(r(s) fl Y) is open for all open Y. Using Corollary 2.5, this is equivalent to saying 
that a -+fi * s(a) --, s(p). But it is well known that the set of such sections do not 
form a ring (examples for the real spectrum are due to Schwarz and Delfs). The way 
to circumvent this problem, first used by Delfs [6] for the real spectrum, is to use 
a ‘closed and bounded graph’ condition. For this we need a model-theoretic notion 
of ‘bounded’. 
Definition 7.1. If 9is any theory in a language 9, a formula B(T, U,, . . . , U,) ~9 
is Abounded in T if whenever f: S -+ A’ is a homomorphism from a substructure 
of a model .M of Binto another model of gsuch that AEFIT(~(Ts)), we can ex- 
tend f to a substructure 3 containing S such that St= FIT(B(T,s)). 
For example, the closed formula U#O A TU= 1 is ACF- and RCF-bounded but 
not RCVR-bounded because a unit can get mapped to a non-unit. The closed for- 
mulaB(T,U)=‘(U=O~T=O)~(TU=l)‘,definingafunctionfwithf(u)=u~~ for 
u #O and f(0) =O, is not bounded in RCF or ACF. To see this, choose a field @, 
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a rank one valuation subring 33, and an m #0 in the maximal ideal A! of 35’. 
(C%‘/JM)EZIITB(T,O) with 0 as the only witness. But SE~IT~(T,~) with rn-’ as the 
only witness, and we cannot extend the projection 93 + .%‘/JM to include ~6’. 
Definition 7.2. Let @Y be open constructible and s E g(a). Let w E gA be a sen- 
tence defining “%I and 8(T) a TAtT1- formula defining T(s). We say that s is closed 
and bounded if B(T) is $A-closed and V/A B(T) is &-bounded in T. 
We can interpret this definition in terms of specializations. Suppose (x, /3 E uzd and 
a+/3. We let S, and Sp be the substructures of k, and kD generated by ~(4) and 
p(A), and let f: S, 4 SD be the g-homomorphism which exists as a result of the 
specialization. Since s(a) is the unique witness to XTB(T) in k,, boundedness im- 
plies that we can extend f to S,[s(a)]. Since 0 is closed, kbt=61(f(s(cx))), and using 
the fact that s is a definable section again, we see s(p) =f(s(a)). Thus f(a) -f(P). 
We have shown 
Lemma 7.3. Closed and bounded sections are continuous. 0 
On the other hand, suppose v(T) ~9~. To show p(T) is closed and bounded, we 
need to check the homomorphism conditions given in Lemma 2.4 and Definition 7.1 
for the theory &. But an gA-substructure S of a model of gA contains an S, for 
some a E 5spec A. Thus we can show that s is closed and bounded by considering 
a specialization a --+ /? and an 9A-homomorphism f : S + kD extending the associated 
homomorphism S, ---f SP. For boundedness we assume k, E p(t) and show that f can 
be extended to S[t]. For closure we assume that f has been extended and check that 
Q= v(f (t>>. 
Proposition 7.4. Let 9’(a) denote the set of closed and bounded sections over 42. 
Then 9’(Q) is a commutative ring with 1 and 9 is a subsheaf of 68. 
Proof. We check that Y(Dz1) is closed under addition. The same method yields 
closure under other operations and the sheaf axiom for finite covers as well. 
Let s,,s2 E P(a), let I,U be an open sentence defining a, and suppose O;(T) 
defines si. Then s, +s, is defined by the formula 
p(T)= ‘~wv~IU~/(~,(U)AB,(V)AT= U+V)‘. 
Suppose a + /3 in Q and let f: S + kp a homomorphism as in the previous proposi- 
tion. The unique witness to ZTp(T) in k, is s,(a) + ~~(a). Since each si is bounded, 
we can extend f to S[s,(a),s,(a)]. This substructure contains sr(a) +~,(a), and 
clearly k,k ul(f(sl@) +s2@N)- 0 
The sheaf 9 is harder to work with than the sheaf 63. It is not clear that 
Spec 8(Y-spec A) is LRS-isomorphic to (sspec A, Y), although this often is true. 
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Certainly 9 is not flasque in general. If we are willing to make further restrictions 
on 3 (valid in our examples), then we can at least address the problem of inverting 
sections whose values are units. 
Definition 7.5. A theory .Y is local if all models of JY are local rings and if 
3T(UT= 1) is an open predicate in T. 
If 5 is local, s E Y(a) is closed and bounded, and s(a) E kz for all (x E a, then 
II,vvXIU(B(U)AUT=~) defines a section s-’ E $3(a). Applying the same argu- 
ment as in the proof of Proposition 7.4 yields that s-l is closed and bounded, so 
s -’ E 8(%). It follows that (5spec A, 9’) is a locally ringed space. 
Proposition 7.6. The assignment ozl H Y(a) for basic open sets defines a sheaf of 
commutative rings with 1 on g-spec A in the spectral topology or in the restricted 
topology EY(g-spec A). For any XC ,!Y-spec A, a(X) is an .9(X)-module. Further- 
more, g-spec is a functor CR0 - RS into the category of ringed spaces, and if 
{Ai)i,t is a filtered inductive system in CRO, then $spec(li$ Ai) E Ii@ $spec A;. 
If gis a local theory, then (.Y-spec A, 9’) is a functor into LRS and 9 is a sheaf of 
(g-spec A, ,9?)-modules, where 92 denotes the sheaf of rational functions. 
Proof. Let f: A -+ B be a CRO-morphism and s be a closed and bounded section 
over the open set %. We need to show that f,s is closed and bounded over 
f *-‘(42). But the &-closedness of B(T) boundedness of I,U A O(T) are statements 
about all models of 9-A and hence are consequences of .Y plus some formula 
aeA+A. By Remark 6.5, this gives functoriality and the same remark yields the 
continuity result for the functor. The rest is clear. 0 
The discussion at the end of the last section concerning affine space, and in par- 
ticular Lemma 6.7, is still valid for the sheaf 3’ if we use the appropriate topology. 
This helps checking which sections are closed and bounded and whether or not 
Proposition 6.2 holds for Y($spec A). We go through our examples. All are local 
theories. 
For the theory ACF of algebraically closed fields, closed bounded sections define 
continuous definable functions on affine varieties. Since the root of a polynomial 
is never uniquely determined over ACF unless the polynomial is linear, such func- 
tions are rational. So Y= W and we get the usual Zariski spectrum functor. In par- 
ticular, Proposition 6.2 holds for 9. 
For RCF a closed bounded section defines a (continuous) semialgebraic function 
on a closed subvariety of some A”. Such functions are locally bounded by rational 
functions [6]. Conversely, 
Lemma 7.7. Let SE $S(&) be a section over 42~ %‘O(RCF-spec A) such that I(s) is 
closed and locally bounded by sections in zE(UZL). Then s E Y(a). 
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Proof. We need to check boundedness. Suppose a -+/I in a. Our hypothesis means 
there is an open constructible neighborhood W of p and elements a, b E A such that 
y(b)#O and Is(y)1 <y(a)/y(b) for all YEW. Since /JEW so is a. If p=a(ker(P)), 
then any homomorphism f: S -+ kp can be extended to the real closure of Stpsj in 
k,. This includes s(a). 0 
This gives a concrete description of 8. Using elementary analysis to study semi- 
algebraic functions on closed semialgebraic subsets of R”, one can show that 
Proposition 6.2 holds for the ring of abstract semialgebraic functions on a closed 
constructible subset of RCF-spec A,, and this gives Proposition 6.2 in general. 
Lemma 7.8. Let s E c?&(%!) be a section over EVE ‘&Y (RCVR-spec A) such that T(s) 
is closed and s is continuous. Then s E P(e). 
Proof. We check boundedness. Suppose a EA. Let 
N= {a~_4 1 P(a)#O for all /?E% with a-/3}. 
Let B be the convex hull of a(N)-‘a(A) in QF(k,). Then, referring to the descrip- 
tion of specialization given in Section 4, B is the intersection of all BB for BE %! 
with a +/I. It follows that if T(s) is closed, then s(a) E 0. But any homomorphism 
f: S+ kfl extends to a ring containing b. q 
Let @YE %” (RCF-spec A) and let SE g(G) be continuous and have a closed 
graph. Using notation from the end of Section 4, we identify % with a(%) in 
RCVR-spec A. This is contained in the open constructible set %!‘=q-1(‘4%) (see 
Proposition 4.6). Suppose a + /? in &‘. If s E 8(a), i.e. if s is RCF-bounded, then 
the associated RCF-specialization map from F, = q(a) + q(p) = Fp extends to 
include s(a). The same follows for the associated RCVR-specialization map a -+ p. 
Moreover, the formula for s defines an RCVR section which is in 9(+X’). Restric- 
tions from 9’(%‘) to % are clearly RCF sections in 9’(a). This implies: 
Theorem 7.9. Let Xc RCF-spec A be constructible and lets E G@(X) be a closed sec- 
tion. Then s is bounded if and only if it can be extended to an 5~ g(8) for some 
constructible T?c RCVR-spec A containing X. 0 
8. Definable sheaves 
The sheaves .?Z, 9, and 9 all have the property that sections are ‘generated’ by 
formulae from 9. We formalize this situation. 
Let 5J be a set of formulae of the form B(T,, . . . , T,,,, U,, . . . , U,) for a fixed m E N 
(but n is not fixed). Let X be a constructible subset of .!Y-spec A for some A. We 
let g(X) be the set of formulae B(z a) such that 0 E 93, aI, . . . , a,, E A, and such that 
.YAi- I// * ?I! T,, . . . . T,B(T,, . . . . T,,LT) for some (and hence all) v/ defining X. 
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-- 
We define an equivalence relation on g(X) such that f3(T, cf) - y(T, b) if and only 
if gA!-- I,V * (0 * y) for some w defining X. We use %3(X) to denote g(X)/-, con- 
sidering formulae to be identified with the equivalence class they represent. 
-- -- - - -- 
For every pair (e(T, U), y(T, V)) E 8 x $, we assume the formula 8(T, U) * ~(7; V) := 
-- -- -- 
aU,V(e(E,U)Ay(F,V)A~,=E,*F,A...AT,=E,*F,)isin %3,where’*‘=‘+‘or 
‘X’. We let ‘0’ be the formula ‘T, = ... =T_=O’ and ‘1’ be the formula ‘T, = ..a = 
More generally, if v, is a k-ary function symbol in our language 9, we close 9 
up with respect to v, as done for ‘*’ above. If Q is a k-ary predicate in L??, and 
sl, . . . , s, E 8(X) with Si defined by the formula ei (TI, ;, . . . , T,,i, ni), then we say that 
@(Xl, .*. , Qholdsif ~~~I,Y~((~,A~~~A~~,~Q(T, ,,,..., TI,)~...~@(T, ,,,..., T,,,)). 
This makes $(X) into an 5?-structure. 
We also assume that ($2 is closed under disjunction. 
Lemma 8.1. For any commutative ring A with 1, the assignment X- ‘$2(X) de- 
fines a sheaf of rings on $spec A in the constructible (and hence in the spectral) 
topology. 
Proof. If K(I+v)c g(6), then gA t- I,V * 6. This guarantees a presheaf structure. 
Suppose & proves w = ?I! Te(T; a), 6 
-- -- 
* ZI! Ty(T,b), and WAN * B(T;n) H y(Tb). -- 
Then ,!&E(I,vv~ * 8! T(QT,nOv y(T, b)))). Using this, one sees that YJ is actually 
a sheaf. q 
We call $2 a definable sheaf of functions on the &spectrum. The sheaves 92, 9, 
and $24 are examples. 
Note that YJ is really generated by formulae of the form a(O) v ~$0) v f?(T, 0) 
with o a positive q.f. formula in the language of rings, y an open formula, 8 closed, 
andaAyAtlboundedinT.If&,+v * 3! To A y A 8, the corresponding section is 
defined over the open constructible set E(y) containing E(I,v). 
We can always use this trick to define our sheaf in the Grothendieck topology 
0” (sspec A). In this case we will say that 72 is defined over open formulae. 
Another example of a definable sheaf of functions is the canonical Nash sheaf 
on the real spectrum, see [lo]. 
The methods used for $27 and 9 yield 
Proposition 8.2. The assignment A - (.$spec A, YJ) defines a functor CR0 - RS 
which is continuous with respect o filtered direct limits in CRO. This is true in the 
constructible topology and also in the restricted open and spectral topologies if $2 
is defined over open formulae. 0 
The Tarski principle of semialgebraic geometry has a general formulation for 
definable sheaves of functions. g defines sheaves of fibred functions on affine 
space for any model R of K Suppose a ring B contains a Noetherian ring Z with 
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(.%pec Z, FJ)z (sspec R, 9) for some model R of .F. Then, as in Lemma 6.7, we 
find a filtered inductive system of ringed spaces {(@(Xi), 9)}iCr with each &Xi) a 
closed subset of affine space such that (sspec B, F3)~li$r(~(X~), 9). 
Suppose that we are given finitely many constructible sets I$ in 3-spec B and 
finitely many sections sjk on each of the q. Let P be any statement concerning the 
55structure of the ‘83(I’J) as applied to the sjk and the (spectral) openness or closed- 
ness of the 5. We shall call P a definable statement. Using Proposition 8.2 we get 
Theorem 8.3. Let B be a commutative ring with 1 containing a Noetherian sub- 
ring Z such that (5spec Z, $3) is RS-isomorphic to (g-spec R, $2) for a model of 
?i and suppose we are given finitely many 5 E g(g-spec B), sjk~ Y?(q) and a 
definable statement P concerning the I$ and sjke Then there is a closed con- 
structible subset X of some affine space A”(R) together with a morphism 
(J; f,) : (X, SF?) -+ (.Fspec B, $2) of spaces with sheaves of rings which are 9-struc- 
lures, such that P is true if and only if the corresponding statement is true for the 
sets f-‘(q) and Sections f#(sjk). 0 
This result is (only) useful if one understands the functions 9 defines on closed 
constructible subsets of affine space. 
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